Hollow Joe
On August 21 st(Friday), the Lord gave me a vision and
prophetic word regarding the Democratic nominee for
President, Joe Biden. This follows a vision and prophetic
word (An Avalanche - article and PDF) He gave me on July
24 thregarding President Trump. I believe they are related.
As with many visions over the years, the Lord uses scenes
from a movie, art, objects (furniture, musical instruments,
etc.), people, nature, the Bible, etc. that quickly register
with me. The majority, as with this one, are not things,
subjects or people that I would be thinking about.
The Vision:
The nominee, Joe Biden, was sit0ng on a wall in the form of Humpty Dumpty. As we watched together, the
caricature of Joe Biden as Humpty Dumpty fell oﬀ the wall. I had remembered this from childhood and knew
that a rhyme went with it. As he fell, the Lord said, “This is a hollow man, he is like a reed blown by the wind of
contrivance. A corrupt puppet controlled by evil puppet masters that seek to destroy the ‘Eagle.’ I AM a
consuming fire and in righteous indignation I will cast down this infirm deceiver for the third 0me.” As the
vision was ending with the nominee shattered on the ground, handlers and what appeared to be witches and
warlocks were trying to put him together again. The Lord said, “watch Humpty Dumpty from the Looking
Glass.”

The vision ended.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9fX6X4d7SE

Segment starts at the 13:25 minute mark, view the segment
through the 14:10 minute mark. Interesting…

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

The Prophetic Word:
“Thou the seas roar and evil people devise vain and evil plots, the Alpha and Omega of the Highest Heavens
laughs at their rebellion and will show forth My anger and contempt. These blaspheme My name claiming to
be My children when they are of their Father – the devil – speaking lies and sowing discord and division. I
hate the proud and arrogant and will cause them to fall from their wall of greed and deceit. They trust in their
‘good name’ and ill gotten wealth while turning their back on My covenant nation. As cruel ostriches in the
wilderness and preying mantis that eat their own, so will I cause these wanton reprobates to turn one against
another. Once I speak and twice, at My rebuke and profound displeasure, like scorpions seeking shelter under
rocks, so will these that pillage and murder under the banner of the ‘hammer and sickle’.”

“As in the time of Jacob’s trouble, those that seek me shall be sheltered under the Rock hewn out of the Holy
Mountain. There is grace and mercy for the humble and meek but righteous judgement for the evil in this
season. A roaring lion, I distinguish the end from the beginning and My purpose will be established and I will
accomplish all of My plans and good pleasure.”
The Prophetic Word ended.
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Biden caricature provided by a dear sister in Christ.

